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              About Us

Providing top customer service and quality products to Acadiana for over 75 years. At Butcher, we treat every one of our customers like family.  Available 24/7, 365 days a year, we strive to provide comfort whenever in need.  Over the years, many things have changed, but the one thing that hasn’t is our commitment to our customers.
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      Customer Reviews
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                                “We were very pleased with the installation job of two new A/C units. The crew was very professional and courteous. It is a very disciplined and well run company. The service technicians know exactly what they are doing."

                                C. Sellers
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                                “Called w/ AC problems today - the HOTTEST day of the year mind you - and the tech got here quickly and saved the day! Very professional and courteous. Thanks guys!”

                                Randi Bourg Lafayette, LA
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                                “Butcher takes care of our A/C needs at the business and has since we started in 1981. Technicians are always nice and easy to work with. They even helped with my takeout order at the Taco Bell across the street where they were eating lunch.”

                                Betty Lowry Lafayette, LA
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“After trouble shooting our 76 degree house, I called Butcher at 12:20. The technician returned my call and was here at 1:00! He found the problem & fixed it! Thank you Butcher & Brett. My Protection Plan is the best money I spend all year!"

                                Kathryn T.
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                                "I want to give your employees Bruce and helpers praise for exceeding my expectations while installing my A/C. Although it seems very hard to find the combination of Great Customer Service & A Quality Job Well Done, You'll are accomplishing just that!!"

                                RandalLafayette, LA
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                                “Wanted to let you know that I am very happy & pleased with the service I received this evening. The service man Larry ???? was very nice and professional. He did a great job in a fast & (I say again) professional manner. Thank you Larry and Butcher AC. ”

                                Marcus Babb Lafayette, LA
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                                “David was outstanding! Very responsive to our needs and thorough in all explanations. Crew was excellent, polite and efficient.”

                                Lewis & Karen Bordelon Lafayette, LA
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                                “Your guys did a fantastic job! They were very professional, and I highly recommend Butcher AC to all of my friends!!”

                                The Fontane's
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                                “"Butcher AC to the rescue!!! Thank goodness for such professional service! Our heat has been out all night. Had a plumber out last week and apparently he turned off all of the gas to our units."”
                                

                                Erin FontenotLafayette
                            
  
                          

                     
          
            

        

    


  
    
    
     
      Butcher in the Community
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              Visit our 
photo gallery
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             Butcher Air Conditioning has supported the Acadiana area for over  75  years, and we continue to do so.

             Visit our 
 history page

             

        

    

   
 
  
     
      Butcher AC Service Area
        Main service areas in Louisiana include:
      

    

    
        
          
            Louisiana
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               	Lafayette
	Broussard
	Youngsville
	Carencro
	Scott
	Maurice
	Crowley
	Breaux Bridge
	Saint Martinville
	New Iberia
	Abbeville
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              AC Repair

When the Louisiana heat becomes relentless and your air conditioning system stumbles, our dedicated team of air conditioning repair experts is at your service. Our rapid response team is available 24/7 and are equipped to tackle any AC issue promptly, whether it's a minor glitch or a major malfunction. With a deep understanding of Lafayette's unique climate, we provide tailored solutions that ensure your comfort is swiftly restored. At Butcher Air Conditioning, we're not just about quick fixes – we're committed to delivering top-quality AC repairs that stand the test of time. Experience seamless service, transparent communication, and a proven record of customer satisfaction with Lafayette's trusted AC repair choice.

             AC Repair
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              AC Installation

Experience excellence in air conditioner installation services in Lafayette with Butcher Air Conditioning. As your trusted air conditioning partner, we bring you top-quality air conditioner installation that ensures optimal comfort in Lafayette's climate. Our skilled technicians specialize in seamless AC installations, using the latest techniques and equipment to set up your cooling system efficiently. From precise measurements to thorough testing, we handle every detail to guarantee exceptional performance. With a commitment to customer satisfaction and a track record of successful installations, Butcher Air Conditioning is the choice for reliable air conditioner installation that keeps Lafayette cool and comfortable.

             AC Installation
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              AC Maintenance

Elevate your comfort in Lafayette with Butcher Air Conditioning's exceptional AC maintenance agreements. Beyond AC installations and AC repairs, we're committed to ensuring your cooling system's longevity and peak performance. Our specialized AC maintenance agreements offer peace of mind through regular inspections, thorough tune-ups, and priority service. Tailored to Lafayette's unique climate, our expert technicians ensure your AC is always ready to combat the heat. With a proven track record and unwavering dedication to excellence, Butcher Air Conditioning is your trusted partner for dependable AC maintenance agreements. Experience uninterrupted comfort – choose us for top-tier AC maintenance in Lafayette.

             AC Maintenance
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